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  ABSTRACT 
Merger and Acquisition take place with the sole objective of increasing the efficiency and 

profitability of the company. The circumstances that lead to the decision of merger and 

Acquisition varies from the bankruptcy of the company to simply expanding the business of 

the company. The decision of merging a company is more significant than Acquisition as, 

after the merger, the existence and the individuality of the company come to an end, 

whereas in Acquisition, the change occurs in the control of the company. The foremost 

advantage for a company going for Acquisition is that it facilitates in overcoming market 

barriers and helps in gaining a competitive superiority in the market, and helps in 

achieving market synergies. The perfect example for understanding the notion of 

Acquisition and its advantages is from studying the case of Byju’s. 

Byju Raveendran is the founder of the Bangalore based Educational Technology firm that 

emerged in the year 2015 and has now become India’s most valuable unicorn start-up with 

an estimated value of 16.5 billion dollars. According to sources, Byju’s is targeting US-

based kids coding Start-up Tynker as its ninth Acquisition of the year.4 A start-up that had 

only 3.00,000 active users in the year 2016 is now acquiring its major competitors, 

spending worth 2 billion dollars in only just six months. 5 

The sudden entry of Covid-19 was disturbing, and all the transactions and business was 

slowed down. But the opportunity for the educational technology company increased 

immensely as everything was operated virtually. This came as an opportunity for Byju’s, 

and it simply went for acquisitions of the company who were on the disadvantageous side 

of the Covid effect or the advantageous side of Covid. 

Observing the timeline and growth of the start-up, Byju’s had the approach of expanding 

its business through Acquisition and in the year 2017, Byju’s acquired Vidyartha, Tutor 

Visa and Edurite, online tutoring platforms that significantly increased the resources and 

services of Byju’s. In the year 2019, Byju’s Acquisition of Palo Alto-based educational 

 
1 Author is a student at KIIT Law School, Bhubaneswar, India. 
2 Author is a student at KIIT Law School, Bhubaneswar, India. 
3 Author is a student at KIIT Law School, Bhubaneswar, India. 
4 https://www.studocu.com/in/document/amity-university/bba/material-for-byjus-case-study/9792753 
5 Byju’s spends $2 billion for acquisitions over six months, adds Great Learning, Toppr to list , available at: 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/startups/byjus-buys-great-learning-toppr-as-2-billion-acquisition-

spree-continues/articleshow/84752307.cms 
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games maker Osmo, it’s first in the USA, bolstered Byju’s computer vision technology 

capabilities, which has helped the company create a more hands-on learning experience 

on its platform. In July 2020, BYJU’S acquired WhiteHat Jr. for $300 million, which 

teaches online coding to students through live lessons and interactive classes. 

The Acquisition has led to the consummation of the other major competitors in the 

educational market. The Singapore based company, Great Learning was acquired by 

Byju’s for 600 million dollars on Monday, and the educational-technology major will invest 

an additional 400 million dollars in strengthening its position in the professional and 

higher education segment.6 Another competitor of Byju’s, Toppr, was further acquired for 

150 million dollars. To expand its connections and strongly establish its base in the U.S.A, 

Byju’s acquired US-based kids digital reading platform Epic in a $500 million deal. This 

deal will get Byju’s access to Epic’s rich global user base that is said to have doubled over 

the last year, and major now comprises more than 2 million teachers and 50 million kids. 

In other recent deals, the company took over the country’s largest brick and mortar 

tutoring institute, the 33-year-old Aakash Educational Services Limited (AESL), which 

provides reparatory services to students appearing for medical and engineering entrance 

exams, school/board exams, KVPY, NTSE, Olympiads and other foundation level exams, 

was acquired at the cost of nearly one billion dollars. 

The most significant essence of Acquisition is the concept of control. In the case of an 

acquisition, there is a game of power of control, i.e. the acquiring company purchases the 

assets or the majority shares of the target company that automatically gives the acquiring 

company the control. Both the companies do not lose their existence and function 

independently. This is beneficial for both the companies in terms of financial and economic 

terms as they increase the resources, funds and services without any major changes in their 

functionality and operations. Similarly, in the acquisitions of Byju’s, the companies will 

continue to operate independently. Great Learning will continue to function under the 

leadership of the CEO and Founder, Mohan Lakhamraju, along with his team. Similarly, 

the roles of the CEO and vital office bearers in EPIC will also remain unchanged. The 

company will fulfil its parent’s long-term strategy of focusing on kids’ education in India 

and the global markets. AESL, too will also operate as an independent entity under the 

umbrella of Byju’s like other acquired companies in the recent past.7 

 

 
6 Byju’s list of aquisitions: Great Learning, Epic, Aakash Educational Services, WhiteHat Jr and more, 

https://indianexpress.com/article/business/startups/byjus-list-of-aquisitions-great-learning-epic-aakash-education 

al-services-toppr-whitehat-jr-and-more-7424898/ 
7 Sindhu Bhattacharya, Airtel’s 2G rate hike: It’s less about money and more about signalling, available at: 

https://thefederal.com/business/airtels-2g-rate-hike-its-less-about-money-and-more-about-signalling/ 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) refer to transactions between two companies combining in 

some form. Although mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are used interchangeably, they come 

with different legal meanings. In a merger, two companies of similar size combine to form a 

new single entity.8On the other hand, an acquisition is when a larger company acquires a 

smaller company, thereby absorbing the business of the smaller company. M&A deals can be 

friendly or hostile, depending on the approval of the target company’s board. 

In an M&A transaction, the valuation process is conducted by the acquirer, as well as the target. 

The acquirer will want to purchase the target at the lowest price, while the target will want the 

highest price. Thus, valuation is an important part of mergers and acquisitions (M&A), as it 

guides the buyer and Seller to reach the final transaction price. 

In a merger, the boards of directors for two companies approve the combination and seek 

shareholders’ approval. For example, in 1998, a merger deal occurred between the Digital 

Equipment Corporation and Compaq, whereby Compaq absorbed the Digital Equipment 

Corporation. Compaq later merged with Hewlett-Packard in 2002. Compaq’s pre-merger ticker 

symbol was CPQ. This was combined with Hewlett-Packard’s ticker symbol (HWP) to create 

the current ticker symbol (HPQ). 

In a simple acquisition, the acquiring company obtains the majority stake in the acquired firm, 

which does not change its name or alter its organizational structure. An example of this type of 

transaction is Manulife Financial Corporation’s 2004 acquisition of John Hancock Financial 

Services, wherein both companies preserved their names and organizational 

structures.COVID-19 has been a watershed moment for Indian online gaining knowledge of 

structures. Our present-day document elaborates on how has the marketplace, players and deal 

landscape for the Indian online studying industry evolved put up pandemic. 

The Indian Online Learning Market Round-Up tracks the Impact of COVID-19 on training in 

India, mainly on the Indian online mastering phase, given the brand new-everyday that the final 

three hundred and sixty - five days have ushered for the worldwide economic system. With 

faculties and schools transferring far away from business-as-regular in the backdrop of a more 

and more ‘online’ purchaser base, the net learning market in India is well poised to benefit 

from converting consumer options and assisting the digital transformation of schooling in 

India. 

 
8 EY India, How COVID-19 has impacted the online EdTech segment in India, available at: https://www.ey.com/ 

en_in/covid-19/how-covid-19-has-impacted-the-online-edtech-segment-in-india 
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With key Ed-Tech gamers quick to serve the want for online Learning through a mixture of 

free trial get admission to, heavy discounts and a constantly evolving content and offerings 

suite, the arena witnessed a manifold boom in its customer attain and engagement degrees. 

Consequently, the arena attracted strong investor interest – in terms of both economic and 

strategic investment activities. This helped large online mastering structures in India fuel their 

increase and increase into ancillary services. 

This record aims to provide the reader with a story that covers the evolution of the net getting 

to know market over beyond twelve months, tracks the performance of key players, summarises 

the important thing M&A activities/reason, and descriptions the important thing funding issues 

of the future.9This era of Ed-Tech is about the use of technology to highly personalize the 

learning experience, try new approaches, and scale education in unimaginable ways. 

Ed-Tech has been around for nearly the last 15 plus years in a meaningful way. Learning 

methodology today typically covers a structured curriculum, interactive classes, labs, project 

work, and finally, assessments. Technology has scaled to a level where all of this happens 

seamlessly online and delivers a great learning experience and great outcomes. This era of Ed-

Tech is about the use of technology to highly personalize the learning experience, try new 

approaches, and scale education in unimaginable ways. 

Present-day classrooms have moved beyond the clunky computers that were once the norm and 

are now tech-infused with tablets, interactive digital courses, and even robots that can take 

notes and record lectures for students who are not well. And it looks like technology in the 

classroom is here to stay — the majority of teachers believe tech is going to have a major 

impact on the way they educate in the near future. 

II. MERGERS AND ACQUISITION STRUCTURE 

1. Asset Acquisition: the buyer buys the assets of the business. 

2. Stock Purchase: the buyer buys the stock of the business. 

3. Merger: the buyer merges or combines with the business. 

(A) Asset Acquisition10 

Asset acquisition is simple: the buyer agrees to buy from the Seller the individual assets of the 

business. The assets the buyer may wish to buy can be anything from machinery, equipment, 

 
9 Alex Cuc, Seven big benefits of international mergers & acquisitions available at: www.thedrum.com/indu 

stryinsights/2019/01/11/seven-big-benefits-international-mergers-acquisitions 
10 Acquisition Structure, avilable at: corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/deals/acquisition-

structure/ 
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inventory, real estate property, contract rights, accounts receivables, intellectual property (e.g. 

trademarks, copyright, etc.), a database of customers, and so on. 

The buyer may also agree to take up certain specific liabilities of the business being sold. 

Liabilities can be anything from bank loans, debt that the Seller took out to finance the purchase 

of certain assets, accounts payable, contract obligations, employment contracts, and so on. 

An asset acquisition sounds simple enough, right? As a concept, yes – very simple! In practical 

reality? Not always that simple. 

With this type of sale, the parties will have to specifically identify what assets the buyer intends 

to buy and what liabilities the buyer intends to take up. This might end up being a mammoth 

task for both parties to identify and agree on what specifically will be transferred and what will 

not. For some buyers, there may be worries that if certain assets are not transferred, this will 

hamper or delay the ability of the buyer to continue the operations of the business once the sale 

is completed. 

There may also be the headache of satisfying the process of transferring assets. Some assets 

may require registration or recording in order to properly transfer those assets. Other assets 

might have debt tied with the asset (because the debt was used to finance the purchase of such 

assets). This may create third party rights and may require the parties to seek the permission of 

a third party (i.e. the lender) before the asset can be transferred. 

1. Advantages of an Asset Acquisition:11 

Asset acquisitions are generally the preferred structure for buyers. 

i. Buyer Advantage – Avoid Unwanted Assets and Liabilities: Buyer can avoid buying 

unwanted or unneeded assets and avoid picking up certain liabilities. No liabilities are 

assumed unless specifically transferred under the documents. 

ii. Buyer Advantage – Less Chance of Picking Up Unforeseen or Undisclosed 

Liabilities: Because the ownership of the company is not being transferred to the buyer, 

there is less chance that the buyer will pick up unforeseen or undisclosed liabilities that 

may be lurking in the target company. 

iii. Buyer Advantage – Better Tax Treatment: Typically, but not always, the buyer will 

receive better tax treatment compared to a stock purchase. Buyers can receive a 

stepped-up cost basis in the acquired assets to reduce their taxable gain or increase their 

 
11 Lemuel J. Lim, Basic Structures in Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A): Different Ways to Acquire a Small 

Business, available at: genesislawfirm.com/asset-acquisition-stock-purchase-and-merger-structures 
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deductible losses when they later sell. 

2. Disadvantages of an Asset Acquisition:12 

i. Buyer Disadvantage – Failure to Buy Sufficient Assets: A buyer may fail to purchase 

all the assets they need to run the business they bought if they are not careful to identify 

all the assets that are needed in the purchase agreement. 

ii. Buyer Disadvantage – Time Consuming and High Transaction Costs: Identifying 

all the assets that are to be transferred can be time-consuming. It can also increase legal 

fees, accounting fees, advisory fees, and other transaction costs. 

iii. Third-Party Consent: There may be problems with the sale if some of the key assets 

to be transferred are subject to third party consent. 

iv. Subject to Sales or Transfer Tax: Buyers can be subject to state-level sales or transfer 

taxes on some or all of the assets being purchased. Depending on the state or foreign 

tax law (especially if the transaction involves a non-US element), sellers may be 

required to withhold a portion of the purchase money as withholding tax. 

v. Buyer Disadvantage – Seller Could Retain Enough Assets To Compete: If the 

purchase agreement does not contain a non-compete agreement or some other 

mechanism to restrain the Seller from competing against the buyer, the Seller could 

retain enough assets to compete against the buyer. 

vi. Seller Disadvantage – Seller Left with Unsatisfied Potential Liabilities: The Seller 

could be left with potential liabilities without significant assets or cash from the asset 

sale to cover its potential liabilities. This is especially the case where the Seller has 

contingent liabilities, e.g. a pending court case with potential civil penalties. 

vii. Seller Disadvantage – Less Favourable Tax Treatment: Less favourable tax 

treatment because of double taxation. 

(B) Stock Purchase 

An inventory acquisition does precisely what it says on the tin: the purchaser concurs to shop 

for the goal corporation’s stock from the stockholders. It is regularly the easiest form of 

transaction to execute for small business transactions. 

From a prison perspective, little or no approximately the corporation changes except who now 

owns the agency. This may be a bonus due to the fact truly all of the assets and contracts are 

 
12 Deal Room, What is an M&A Deal & Deal Structure - The Ultimate Guide, available at: dealroom.net/faq/what-

is-m-a-deal 
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below the name of the business enterprise, so there may be possible to be less consent from 

0.33 parties who had to approve the transaction. It is consequently simpler for the client to keep 

the operations of the commercial enterprise after the sale is consummated. 

The ease of persevering with the operations of the commercial enterprise after the sale also has 

a disadvantage for the purchaser. The buyer may also be chargeable for any unforeseen or 

undisclosed liabilities that were now not disclosed or expected at some point of the transaction 

technique. Things, may also get a bit-greater complex if the target organization has a large 

number of stockholders. Not only is there an administrative burden of dealing with big numbers 

of shareholders, but however things also can get complicated if there are extraordinary 

percentage lessons as each magnificence may additionally feel discontentment in terms of the 

sale as compared to other percentage instructions. 

 For most small to medium enterprise transactions, this is possibly not too much of a problem 

as maximum small to medium groups are closely held agencies with a smaller quantity of 

shareholders. 

1. Advantages of a Stock Acquisition:13 

Stock acquisitions are generally the preferred structure for sellers. 

i. Buyer Advantage – Easier for Buyer to Carry on the Operations of the Target 

Company: Buyer can usually continue the business of the target company with relative 

ease. 

ii. Consent from Third Parties Not Needed: There should be little to no third party 

consents required for sale to execute. This is because the assets and liabilities remain 

under the name of the target company, i.e. there is no change of ownership of assets 

and liabilities. 

iii. Seller Advantage – Better Tax Treatment: A stock purchase structure is generally a 

better tax result for sellers, especially where the purchase price is in cash. Any gain 

recognized in the transaction would normally be capital gain for federal tax purposes. 

2. Disadvantages of a Stock Acquisition:14 

i. Buyer Disadvantage – Exposure to Unknown Risks: A buyer may be exposed to 

undisclosed or unforeseen liabilities of the target company. 

 
13 Financial Poise 
14 Al Melchiorre, Asset Purchase vs. Stock Purchase: How to Make the Right Choice, available at: 

melcap.com/asset-purchase-vs-stock-purchase-make-right-choice/ 
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ii. Shareholder Holdouts and Approvals: Obtaining approval if there are a large number 

of target shareholders can be problematic. Holdout shareholders can cause problems. 

iii. Buyer Disadvantage – Less Favourable Tax Treatment: Buyers may have less 

preferential tax treatment. This is because buyers may prefer to have a stepped-up cost 

basis in the target company’s assets than a stepped-up cost basis in the target company’s 

shares. This is unless the buyer can fall under a U.S. Tax code exception (such as IRC 

§338(h) (10) election). 

(C) Mergers 

A merger is when two companies combine into one company. Every state will have legislation 

and case law to govern how the merger process will work. When two companies combine, one 

of these companies will survive the merger and continue to exist, while the other company will 

cease to exist. The surviving company will often be called the surviving corporation, while the 

other company will be referred to as the disappearing corporation or the merged corporation. 

When two businesses agree to merge, a document is usually drafted called the merger 

agreement or plan of merger. This plan will tell the shareholders of each company what they 

will receive after the merger. Of course, the shareholders of the disappearing corporation must 

exchange their stock for something else such as cash or shares in the surviving corporation 

because their company will no longer exist after the merger. 

Once the merger is consummated, the surviving corporation will assume all the assets and 

liabilities of the disappearing corporation. In addition, the state law where the surviving 

corporation was incorporated will continue to govern the company after it merges. That said, 

if the two merging companies are incorporated in different states, each company must follow 

its own state law requirements before they are able to merge. 

There are two basic merger structures: direct and indirect. In a direct merger, the target 

company and the buying company directly merge with each other. In an indirect merger, the 

target company will merge with a subsidiary company of the buyer. If the subsidiary of the 

buyer survives, this is called a forward triangular merger. If the target company survives, this 

is called a reverse triangular merger. 

(A) Advantages of a Merger:15 

Stock acquisitions are generally the preferred structure for sellers. 

i. Seller Advantage – The seller, has No Contingent Liabilities: After the merger, the 

 
15 Westchester Capital. Merger Fund. Accessed Aug. 23, 2020. 
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Seller will not be left with any contingent liabilities. 

ii. Only majority Consent Required: For most states (not all), only a majority consent 

of the target’s shareholders is required. This is a very effective way of getting the 

approvals to push forward the sale where a company has a large number of 

shareholders. 

iii. Shareholder Appraisal Rights: This could be either an advantage or a disadvantage. 

Shareholders have the right to dissent from the transaction and obtain an appraisal for 

the value of their shares. 

iv. Buyer Advantage – Tax-Free Treatment: If the target shareholders are receiving the 

buyer’s stock as part of the sale, this may be beneficial because the target shareholders 

may qualify for tax-free treatment. 

2. Disadvantages of a Merger: 

i. Buyer Disadvantage – Cannot Pick and Choose, Must Assume All: A buyer cannot 

pick and choose specific assets and liabilities of the target company. It assumes all the 

liabilities – known and unknown. 

ii. Third-Party Consent: Numerous third party consents may be required if the target 

company is the disappearing corporation under the merger. 

III. HOW ARE MERGERS AND ACQUISITION HELPFUL IN THE EDUCATION INDUSTRY 

The education sector for any country is the initial step for betterment in the future. Investment 

by any country in education bears good fruits. Education for a country provides good, educated 

citizens with the intention of making an honest living. But in today’s era of privatization, 

capitalism, and globalization, entrepreneurs have started to capitalize on this opportunity as 

well. The inevitable fact that good quality education drives a country forward and sustains it 

also invites entrepreneurs and various business opportunities. This is where corporate mergers, 

private equity transactions, and various acquisitions have come. There have been many mergers 

and various acquisitions in the education sector, whether it is the Ed-Tech industry or the 

conventional education sector. Pooling in resources and making one entity compete in the 

market is a great way to get ahead of the competition. 16 

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted every aspect of life, including the education sector. To 

stop the spread of the COVID-19 virus, all education institutions, in any capacity, were shut 

 
16 Berkery Noyes, An Overview of M&A in the Education Industry, available at: berkerynoyes.com/an-overview-

of-ma-in-the-education-industry-2 
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down. But even after the unlock procedure and process, many other industries are reverting 

back to their normal sense, whereas the education sector is being pushed to continue to operate 

online. This operation being conducted online resulted in the homeroom being turned into the 

classroom. There has been a digital shift in the education sector. Every school or education 

institute is being forced to adapt itself and move onto the digital platform. Due to this, numerous 

characteristic’s development can be seen, such as: 

1. Infrastructure: The digital shift has forced everyone to upgrade their infrastructure, 

whether they are home or teachers and examiners. But in India, there any many rural 

areas which are deprived of these services. If they are not deprived, then many of them 

cannot avail of these services due to monetary reasons. To overcome this hurdle, the 

government of India and various state governments had initiated many programs to 

provide electronics at a subsidized rate. 

2. Upskilling of Teachers: Every teacher is trained to teach in a conventional setting. 

Therefore, teachers were trained, and they had to up their skill set to teach in an online 

setting. The medium of teaching has changed, and it is equally important for the 

teachers and children to adapt and make the most of the teaching method. 

3. Content: To adapt to the situation, to ensure efficacy and the right pedagogy, the 

contents of the syllabus needs to be revised. For example, it was impossible to teach a 

practical subject without a proper lab and professionals. 

(A) Ed-tech industry 

Taking education online is an arduous task. Moreover, this industry is on a boom after the 

impact of COVID-19. The education sector trend is that Indians are starting to accept and adapt 

to education being imparted online. What made the Ed-Tech adaptation easier was the 

widespread presence of the internet and smartphones. This made it practically possible for 

everyone to attend online classes. It can be noticed that adaptation of online education has 

easier for children. They are well-known for the technology, and moreover, the students are 

more interested in ways that can provide them easy and continuous test preps for major 

competitive examinations. Another reason why the Ed-Tech industry is popular and in-demand 

is that they allow a certain level of comfort, as they are able to attend these classes from their 

own homes and at their leisure. 

(B) Major mergers and acquisitions in the Ed-tech industry 

The Ed-Tech industry has been going through a boom in recent times. People are shifting the 

paradigm from the conventional model of education to acquiring education electronically. This 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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sudden surge in the Ed-Tech industry has invited practices like joint-ventures, initial public 

offers, private equity transactions, and various new start-ups. Major recent acquisitions in the 

Ed-Tech industry are: 

1. Byju’s Acquire White Hat Jr.17 

Byju, an online learning platform, provides education classes from 4th – 12th. They also 

provide education for competitive exams as well. White Hat Jr. is a new start that aims to teach 

coding to children from India and the United States of America. Byju acquired white Hat Jr. 

for 300 million dollars. It made a positive impact on Byju, as it helped the acquirer to enter into 

many countries. 

2. Byju’s to acquire Doubtnut18 

Doubtnut is an Indian learning app that offers education to students from 6th standard and up 

to students preparing for competitive exams. Byju acquired the same for 100 million dollars. 

Byju gained more than 13 million users on their platform after the Acquisition. After this 

Acquisition, Byju became a superpower in the world of Ed-Tech. 

3. Byju’s acquired Labin App 

Labin App is an Ed-Tech start-up that provides licensed-based programs in maths and science 

for classes 9th to 12th. Byju acquired the same for an undisclosed amount. Byju solidified its 

leadership in the market after this Acquisition. 

4. Unacademy acquires Mastree 

Mastree is a new-aged learning app that provides lessons in science, technology, engineering, 

arts, and mathematics for students of classes 5th to 8th. Unacademy acquired the same 

company for 5 million dollars. 

5. Unacademy Acquires Prep Ladder 

Prep Ladder is an extremely in-demand app for students to crack medical entrances. 

Unacademy acquired Prep Ladder for 50 million dollars. 

(C) Interference of competition commission in the education sector 

Numerous mergers and acquisitions are taking place in the market daily. This surely creates an 

impact on the competition amongst the parties of the education sector. Therefore, to keep the 

 
17 JAYADEVAN PK, Byju’s acquired Whitehat Jr for a cool $300 million but that’s not what’s important available 

at: https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/startup/byjus-acquired-whitehat-jr-for-a-cool-300-million-but 

-thats-not-whats-important-5688371.html 
18 Jai Vardhan, Doubtnut’s acquisition talks with Byju’s fall through over valuation, available at: https://entrac 

kr.com/2020/10/exclusive-doubtnuts-acquisition-talks-with-byjus-fall-through-over-valuation/ 
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market stable and competitive, India’s competition commission has to step in and take charge. 

A situation like jointly established admissions protocols calls for the interference of the CCI. 

Indirectly, these protocols are creating a cartel. Mergers in the education sector are a great 

threat. A merger would allow controlling the market’s biggest education institutes, thus 

creating their dominance in the market. This hasn’t happened in India yet, but it poses to be a 

threat. Moreover, agreements like peer-group sharing information will surely hurt the end-

consumers. Such agreements surely fall under the ambit of Horizontal Anti-Competitive 

agreements under the Competition Act, 1998. 

The Union Government proposed that it might merge all the governing authorities of higher 

education in India under one common bracket, including Universities Grants Commission and 

the All Indian Council for Technical Education. This will allow the government to create a 

single education commission. It has been argued for many years that different education 

authorities are hindering the development of the education sector, and this sector is fostering 

red tape. Currently, deemed-to-be-universities have a different structure, state universities have 

different and private universities have a different structure. This merger will allow creating a 

balance between private education and the government education sector. This merger proposed 

merger will surely have its demerits and merits, but the concept seems to be a revolutionary 

one. If executed perfectly, it might prove to be a great one. 

IV. HOW ARE MERGERS AND ACQUISITION HELPFUL IN RUNNING THE BUSINESS 

Few firms reach the very top without conducting at least a few M&A transactions. And the fact 

that the most successful firms in the world employ teams of professionals whose only role is 

to seek out attractive potential acquisitions tell its own story. Implemented well, an active 

mergers and acquisitions strategy can be a highly fruitful process for any company.19 

(A) Economies of Scale20 

Underpinning all of M&A activity is the promise of economies of scale. The benefits that will 

come from becoming bigger: 

• Increased access to capital, 

• lower costs as a result of higher volume, 

• better bargaining power with distributors, and more. 

 
19 Whole Foods Market. Amazon to Acquire Whole Foods Market. Accessed May 18, 2021. L3Harris. Harris 

Corporation and L3 Technologies to Combine in Merger of Equals. Accessed May 18, 2021. 
20 Supra Note 9 
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While buyers should always avoid the temptation to indulge in ‘empire building,’ as a general 

rule, bigger companies usually enjoy advantages that small companies do not. 

(B) Economies of Scope 

Mergers and acquisitions bring economies of scope that aren’t always possible through organic 

growth. One only has to look at Facebook to see that this is the case. Despite providing users 

with the ability to share photos and contact friends within its platform, it still acquired 

Instagram and WhatsApp. Economies of scope thus allow companies to tap into the demand of 

a much larger client base. 

(C) Synergies 

Synergies are typically described as ‘one plus one equalling three’: the value that comes from 

two companies working together in tandem to make something far more powerful. An example 

is provided by Disney acquiring Lucas film. Lucas film was already a huge cash generator 

through the Star Wars franchise, but Disney can add theme park rides, toys and merchandise 

to the customer offering. 

(D) Opportunistic Value Generation 

Some of the best deals happen when a company isn’t even actively pursuing an acquisition. 

The hallmark of these acquisitions is that the purchase price is less than the fair market value 

of the target company’s net assets. Often these companies will be in some financial distress, 

but a deal can be made to keep the company afloat while the buyer benefits from adding 

immediate value as a direct consequence of the transaction. 

(E) Increased Market Share 

One of the more common motives for undertaking M&A is increased market share. 

Historically, retail banks have looked at geographical footprint as being key to achieving 

market share, and as a result, there has always been a high level of industry consolidation in 

retail banking (most countries have a group of Big Four retail banks. 

A good example is provided by the Spanish retail bank Santander, which has made the 

Acquisition of smaller banks an active policy, allowing it to become one of the largest retail 

banks in the world. 

(F) Higher Levels of Competition 

The larger the company, in theory, the more competitive it becomes. Again, this is essentially 

one of the benefits of economies of scale: being bigger allows you to compete for more. To 

take an example: there are currently dozens of upstart companies entering the plant-based meat 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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market, offering a range of vegetable-based ‘meats’. 

But when P&G or Nestle begin to focus on this market, many of the upstarts will fall away, 

unable to compete with these behemoths. 

(G) Access to Talent 

Ask anybody in the recruitment industry where the biggest talent shortages currently are, and 

the answer will invariably be a variant of ‘people that can code’. 

Firstly, because of the huge demand for coders in the so-called fourth industrial revolution. But 

also because all of the best coders are working for large silicon - valley technology companies. 

The biggest always have access to the best talent. That’s as true for every other industry as it 

is for technology. 

(H) Diversification of Risk 

This goes hand-in-hand with economies of scope: By having more revenue streams, it follows 

that a company can spread risk across those revenue streams rather than having it focus on just 

one. 

To return to the example of Facebook: Some analysts suggest that younger eyeballs are turning 

away from the social media giant towards other forms of social media. Instagram and 

WhatsApp are among them. When one revenue stream falls, an alternative stream of revenue 

may hold, or even pick up, diversifying the acquiring company’s risk in the process. 

(I) Faster Strategy Implementation 

Mergers and Acquisitions may be the best way to make a long-term strategy become a mid-

term strategy. Suppose a company wants to enter the Canadian market; it could build from the 

ground up and hope that it reached the desirable scale in five to ten years. 

Or it could be a business, its client base, distribution, and brand value and benefit from them 

all upon closing of the Acquisition. This also goes for areas like new product development and 

R&D, where an organic strategy can rarely match the speed provided by M&A. 

(J) Tax Benefits 

Acquisitions can sometimes bring tax benefits if the target company is in a strategic industry 

or a country with a favourable tax regime. The example of U.S. pharmaceutical companies 

looking at smaller Irish companies and moving their headquarters to Ireland to avail of its lower 

tax base is a case in point. This is referred to as a ‘tax inversion’ deal. The most well-

documented version was a proposed $160 billion merger between Pfizer and Allergan in 2016, 
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subsequently scuppered by U.S. government intervention.21 

Byju’s acquiring VARIOUS education companies during the time of the pandemic 

BYJU’s has acquired a total number of 15 companies to date. With a total of 9 acquisitions 

under its belt in 2021, Byju’s had spent over $2.4 Billion owing to its aggressive acquisition 

spree, which the company has embraced, eyeing a unilateral market. Tynker is the last company 

that Byju’s acquired on September 16, 2021. Byju’s previously acquired the e-learning app for 

competitive exam preparations, Topper, and Edtech app, Great Learning, on July 24, 2021, and 

then Whodat. 

Byju’s was in final talks of acquiring the online tutoring platform, Vedantu. The Edtech giant 

had already displayed a vibrant year of Acquisition, so doubts were relatively lesser on the 

same. According to the reports, the Byju Raveendran-led company had already offered an 

amount of $700-800 million for the deal, which was pending necessary regulatory approvals. 

Vedantu has been among the most prominent rivals of Byju’s, and if the deal were fleshed out, 

it would have been another feather to the cap of Byju’s, being the fourth major Acquisition of 

the company so far. However, the co-founder and chief executive of Vedantu, Vamsi Krishna, 

said that any talks of merger or Acquisition with Byju’s are 100% inaccurate, as per the reports 

on August 6, 2021, dismissed Byju’s Acquisition of Vedantu.22 

Though the Edtech major has reportedly reached out to Unacademy and Vedantu and offered 

them around $1 billion last year, none of the deals has materialized this year. However, Byju’s 

was then in talks to acquire Tynker, a coding platform for kids from the U.S. The talks were at 

their initial stage, with no confirmation of the figures of the deal, when reported on August 17, 

2021. 

Byju’s has been ultimately successful in materializing yet another acquisition, where it 

acquired Tynker on September 16, 2021, for $200 mn. Tynker Founder and CTO Srinivas 

Mandyam have stated that the platform is so popular in the U.S. that 1 in 3 schools already use 

it in the States. This will surely give Byju’s an extra edge for its expansion in North America. 

Here are the details of all BYJU’s Acquisitions during the Covid-19 Pandemic: 

• The White Hat Jr. Acquisition  (August 2020) 

Byju, an online learning platform, provides education classes from 4th – 12th. They also 

 
21 FEFC (1998a) Mergers, Transfers and Incorporations, Circular 98/36. Coventry:  FEFC. FEFC 1998b) 

Guidance on Mergers, Transfers and Incorporations, Circular  98/36S. Coventry: FEFC. 
22  Ananya Bhattacharya, How Byju’s became the world’s biggest ed-tech company during the Covid-19 pandemic 

available at: https://scroll.in/article/1004404/how-byjus-became-the-worlds-biggest-ed-tech-company-during-

the-covid-19-pandemic 
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provide education for competitive exams as well. White Hat Jr. is a new start that aims to teach 

coding to children from India and the United States of America. Byju acquired white Hat Jr. 

for 300 million dollars. It made a positive impact on Byju, as it helped the acquirer to enter into 

many countries. 

• The Labin App Acquisition (September 2020) 

Labin App is an Ed-Tech start-up that provides licensed-based programs in maths and science 

for classes 9th to 12th. Byju acquired the same for an undisclosed amount. Byju solidified its 

leadership in the market after this Acquisition. 

• The Aakash Acquisition (January 2021) 

In one of the biggest Ed-tech deals in the country, BYJU’s acquired Aakash Educational 

Services Limited (AESL) for $1 Bn in April this year. Founder JC Chaudhary’s 33-year old 

coaching classes have over 200 physical coaching centres across 130 cities in India. It provides 

engineering and medical test prep services for classes 10-12 students. 

• The Scholar Acquisition (February 18, 2021) 

In February this year, BYJU’S acquired Scholar — an AI-enabled online education company 

— for $180 Million. Piyush Agarwal, Himanshu Nimje, and Manil Gupta started the start-up 

in 2015. With the Acquisition, BYJU’S marked its foray into on-demand doubt clearance 

space. 

• The Hash Learn Acquisition (May 29, 2021) 

In May this year, BYJU’S acquired an online coaching platform for competitive exams, Hash 

Learn. As part of the deal, co-founders Jayadev Gopala Krishnan and Gokul Janga joined 

BYJU’S team. Reports suggest that both the co-founders are currently working as consultants 

in the business unit of White Hat Jr. 

• The Grade up Acquisition (July 13, 2021) 

The latest and 8th Acquisition in BYJU’S list was of online exam prep start-up Grade up for 

an undisclosed amount. With Grade up, BYJU’S will strengthen and expand its portfolio in the 

test-prep segment for postgraduate level exams. 

• The Topper Acquisition   (July 13, 2021) 

In July, BYJU’S acquired K-12 learning app Topper for $150 Mn. Launched in 2015 by 

Zishaan Hayath and Hemanth Goteti, Topper now holds a 1% share of BYJU’S. The company 

was brought in to strengthen BYJU’S market position in the K-12 segment, considering it faces 
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heavy competition from other Ed-tech startups like Vedantu, Unacademy, and others. 

• The Epic Acquisition (July 21, 2021) 

Another acquisition that took place in July was the US-based reading platform Epic. BYJU’S 

acquired the eight-year-old company for $500 Mn. Marking its entry into the U.S. market as 

part of the deal, its founders Suren Markosian and Kevin Donahue have continued their roles 

in the company. With the new Acquisition, other than making its mark in the international 

market, BYJU’S has also brought in engaging and interactive reading and learning experiences 

as part of its product portfolio. 

• The Great Learning Acquisition (July 24, 2021) 

Marking its third Acquisition in July, the Ed-tech unicorn acquired Singapore-based Great 

Learning for $600 Mn. Launched in 2013 by Mohan Lakhamraju, Hari Nair and Arjun Nair, 

Great Learning offers educational content to the professional and higher education segment.   

As part of the deal, Great Learning operates as an independent entity under BYJU’S group and 

accelerates its organic and inorganic growth in India and across global markets. 

• The Whodat Acquisition (August 4, 2021) 

In August this year, the Ed tech unicorn took over computer vision and augmented reality 

(A.R.) start up Whodat for an undisclosed amount. Founded in 2013 by Sriram Ganesh and 

Kaushik Das, Whodat’s entire team and the proprietary computer vision platform have been 

transferred to BYJU’S to accelerate its product development in key areas.23 

Acquisitions like the $300-million White Hat Jr deal in August 2020 and the $150 million 

Topper deal in July 2021 are right up Byju’s alley, serving the exact market the company was 

already targeting. But Byju’s hasn’t stopped at its core business. This year, it is cast its net 

wider when it acquired a three-decade-old brick-and-mortar tuition centre chain Aakash 

Educational Services Limited, in January. The two companies together plan to work on the 

pandemic. In July, Byju’s forayed into professional and higher education segments with its 

$600 million Acquisition of Singapore-headquartered Great Learning, moving beyond school 

children and test prep. 

In addition to diversifying segments, the acquisitions have also been stepping stones to 

furthering tech innovation. Byju’s has frequently allowed the founders of the acquired firms to 

continue running the businesses independently. Great Learning retained its founders Mohan 

Lakhamraju, Hari Nair, and Arjun Nair, while Epic CEO Suren Markosian and co-founder 

 
23  Supra note 22 
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Kevin Donahue are also continuing in their roles. White Hat Jr was also helmed by founder-

CEO Karan Bajaj after the Acquisition until he quit in early August. Trupti Mukker, who 

previously oversaw the customer experience at White Hat Jr, has stepped in to fill Bajaj’s post. 

Byju’s merger and acquisition strategy were more towards making multiple smaller 

acquisitions earlier, but there appears to be a shift in its focus in 2021 as it has already made 

some big bets this year, according to data analytics and consulting company Global Data’s 

research. It becomes imperative for Byju’s to pursue an inorganic growth strategy to remain 

competitive as its peers, such as Unacademy and Vedantu, are also pursuing mergers and 

Acquisitions, vying for a bigger slice of the market, said Global Data’s Bose. 

V. HOW HAS ACQUISITION BEEN HELPFUL DURING THE TIME OF THE PANDEMIC 

BYJU’s as a start-up is pretty innovative and has garnered massive success in the market. It 

follows rigorous advertising strategies. Shah Rukh Khan, one of the most prominent actors of 

Bollywood, is the brand ambassador of BYJU’s. The company has captured the Indian market 

and has established its presence in the Middle East as well. BYJU’s intends to expand to the 

United States, the United Kingdom, South Africa, and other global markets. To expand its 

footprints in the USA, BYJU’s acquired US-based learning platform Osmo in January 2019. 

The company also tied up with Disney to launch an early learning app for classes 1-3. 

BYJU’s was also in the news recently as it took a positive step during the coronavirus crisis. 

Since schools in different parts of India were shut down due to the coronavirus outbreak, 

BYJU’s made its learning app free for the students till the end of April 2020 so that students 

could enjoy uninterrupted Learning.24 

BYJU’s target was to double its revenue to $1 billion in the financial year that ended in March 

2021, which it did effortlessly. The company further announced that its revenues rose by 81% 

to Rs 2,434 crore in the fiscal year 2019-2020. Furthermore, with the start of the next financial 

year, money has already started pouring in for BYJU’s. With the latest tranche of investment 

from the UBS Group, Eric Yuan, Blackstone, and others, the Bangalore-based start-up has been 

successful in raising around $350 Million. This fresh round of investment of June 2021 that 

valued the giant at $16.5 Billion geared BYJU’s ahead of Paytm, which was valued at $16 

Billion, to the crown position, making it the most valued start-up of India.25 

 
24  Richard Harroch, The Impact Of The Coronavirus Crisis On Mergers And Acquisitions available at: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2020/04/17/impact-of-coronavirus-crisis-on-mergers-and-

acquisitions/?sh=57c5ac3200ad 
25  Romita Majumdar, BYJU’S Acquires Higher Education Startup Great Learning For $600 Mn, available at: 

https://inc42.com/buzz/byjus-acquires-higher-education-startup-great-learning-for-600-mn/ 
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The Ed tech giant BYJU’s, set for an IPO in the next 8-10 months at over $16.8 Bn market 

valuation, has left no stone unturned in acquiring Ed tech start-ups this year. With a total of 

eight acquisitions in its kitty with spending over $2.4 Bn, the edtech unicorn has been on an 

aggressive acquisition spree to create a unilateral market. The edtech sector in India has 

witnessed a stupendous boom in the remote learning era. According to reports, the sector has 

raked in over $4 Bn in the last five years and is expected to evolve into a $30 Bn industry in 

the next 10 years from its current size of $700 MN. The market has other significant players 

such as Vedantu, Unacademy and Upgrad, among several others, but the company that has 

been making the most noise is India’s second-highest valued start-up, BYJU’S. 

BYJU’s finally revealed the growth it achieved in the fiscal year 2019-2020. Here’s a look at 

some key highlights: 

• The revenue of BYJU’s surged around 81% to Rs 2,434 crores. 

• The company’s net profit has witnessed a 152% jump. 

• BYJU’s expenses were noted to be Rs 2,383 crores. 

• The company’s earnings from global operations rose to Rs 306 crores, which was 

only Rs 168 crores when reported in F.Y. 2018-19. 

Byju’s is eyeing an IPO within the next 8-10 months. Byju Raveendran-led edtech unicorn is 

India’s second-highest valued start-up, which has already been popular in the start-up 

ecosystem for its fundraises and acquisitions and is currently looking for an IPO at over $16.8 

bn. 

Furthermore, BYJU’s aims to identify and provide test preparation coaching to 3,000 

meritorious students of classes 11 and 12 who aspire to appear for NEET and JEE, with the 

help of the Aakash+BYJU’S Career-Plus program. Additionally, the Edtech giant will also 

offer academic content with the help of BYJU’S Learning App for the school children studying 

in classes 6-12 standards for three years, under its social impact initiative called ‘Education for 

All’. 26 

Byju’s has started offering a hybrid model where the students can embrace physical/offline 

education centres for their classes as of October 2021. The all-new hybrid model of education 

has already been kicking started, the success of which would make the Edtech deacon scale it 

up around the nation. The hybrid learning centres would be dubbed as BYJU’S Learning Centre 

and would initially concentrate on Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Mathematics. 

 
26  Startup Talky, How BYJU's Became the Most Valued Startup of India?, available at: 

https://startuptalky.com/byjus-learning-app-success-story/#byju's_acquisitions 
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VI. HOW HAS (M) AND (A) HIGHLIGHTED THE ACQUISITION OF BYJUS AND OTHER 

EDUCATION COMPANIES 

(A) How byju’s go on a shopping spree? 

The reason can be two-fold; the first is that company is involved in strategic investments. A 

strategic investment is a long-term investment that mainly involves the business synergies that 

the companies are included in. They are long term and can give more returns to the company, 

and thus are more profitable. Byju’s approach is based on strategic investment where it is 

investing in companies that can provide huge databases, increase the customers, services and 

resources and ultimately more profit and growth. The second reason is the opportunities that 

were created by the circumstances. Byju’s took the opportunity that was created by the Covid-

19 Pandemic. It analyzed that the start-ups that were not performing and acquired it increased 

the scope of its services. 

(B) Is acquiring its rivals is anti-competitive? 

Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002 prohibits enterprises from using the position of market 

control to drive out equally competing businesses from the market, and therefore, 

ascertainment of the market is a crucial factor under the Act. Under Section 4(2)(e) of the Act, 

leveraging of market share refers to a situation wherein an enterprise uses its market power in 

one market to capture profits or gain incentives by tipping another market in its favor. The 

effect of such leveraging could be more pronounced when there are direct or indirect network 

effects in the market.27Byju’s saw its heavy user base in the ed-tech market as an opportunity 

to enter into the conventional education market through the Aakash acquisition. Aakash owns 

and operates more than 200 tutoring centres across the country, with approximately 250,000 

students. After the Acquisition, more customers will use Byju’s services along with Aakash 

services or vice versa, thereby increasing the value of the product. Here, the economic theory 

of network effects will come into effect and lead to explosive growth, which creates a 

possibility of Byju’s and Aakash dominating both online and offline markets in the future.28 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS AND ANALYSIS 

Mergers and acquisitions in the education sector are thriving right now. Every organization, 

whether in traditional education or Ed-Tech, wants to expand and outperform its competitors. 

 
27 Pietro Crocioni, Leveraging of Market Power in Emerging Markets: A Review of Cases, Literature, and a 

Suggested Framework, 4(2) JOURNAL OF COMPETITION LAW & ECONOMICS 449-534 (June, 2008). 
28 Tapamoy Ghose and Khushi Dua, The Byju’s- Aakash Deal: A missed opportunity for the CCI, available at: 

https://www.arbitrationcorporatelawreview.com/post/the-byju-s-aakash-deal-a-missed-opportunity-for-the-cci 
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As a result, they are constantly looking for a partner and prospective other educational 

institutions with which to combine their resources and improve. The practice of mergers and 

acquisitions in education has both a beneficial and bad impact on the industry. Education 

institutions are engaging in their facilities, instructors, innovation, and a variety of other tactics 

to improve and stay ahead of the competition. 

The structure and distribution of Indian Corporations’ M&A strategies indicate mostly 

horizontal and vertical types. This supports the premise that Indian companies are 

concentrating on their core competencies and developing primarily in adjacent areas of 

competence, resulting in complementary benefits. Furthermore, M&As in India have been seen 

to be strategic in nature, with objectives ranging from growth and innovation to efficient human 

assets, powerful brand presence, worldwide reputation, and influence. 

Nonetheless, the most crucial aspect of education, namely the method of giving true instruction, 

is commonly overlooked. Mergers and acquisitions are having a significant impact on the 

sector, but perhaps the most amazing characteristic of this sector, imparting knowledge and 

making society better to reside, must not be overlooked. 

Initial public offerings (IPOs) and mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are two of the greatest 

common exit options in the innovation economy around the world. It is true that only a few 

edtech global companies, and even less from India, have gone public. As a result, the edtech 

industry has been forced to consolidate its market share through mergers and acquisitions. 

Byju’s has responded to a similar trend in order to obtain market control and grow its position 

in numerous parts of the edtech industry. Byju’s would not need an exit to initial investors if it 

used the M&A strategy because the company is profitable and creating an income stream; 

instead, the business would be able to buy different developing edtech companies that are 

rivals. Byju’s absorption of such companies allows them to capitalize on their specific 

competencies while also giving the company a competitive boost.29 

As technology transformation drives development and new possibilities, the M&A prognosis 

in the education industry remained optimistic. The sector is still being shaped by an emphasis 

on access to education, digital administration alternatives, and consequences technologies and 

telecommunications. The prospect for revolution in the education industry is projected to boost 

M&A activity in the coming years as they transition to digital forms and delivery proceeds. 

Mergers and acquisitions should be pursued in order to create a win-win outcome for all parties 

 
29 Swetha Raman, Case Study of Byju’s: Recent Acquisition by byju’s to build an ed-tech empire, IPLEADER 

(Oct 20, 2021), https://blog.ipleaders.in/case-study-byjus-recent-acquisition-byjus-build-ed-tech-empire/. 
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involved. Mergers and acquisitions by themselves are insufficient to create robust, productive, 

and effective networks since productivity is influenced by a variety of other factors. They must 

be accompanied by other metrics such as improving personnel competence and professional 

competence, ensuring alignment between the two companies’ choices for the merger or 

acquisition successful implementation, and implementing more efficacious corporate 

governance initiatives to further enhance the institutions’ ability to compete in the face of the 

obstacles of a globalized and liberalized atmosphere. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Mergers in the Education sector are booming currently. Whether in the sphere of conventional 

education or Ed-Tech, every organization wants to grow more and beat out the competition. 

Therefore, to that, they continuously find a partner and potential other education institutions to 

pool their resource and become better. This practice of mergers and acquisitions in education 

has a positive impact on the industry and a negative impact. To get better and beat out the 

competition, education institutions are investing in their infrastructure, teachers, technology 

and adopting various other methods. 

Still, along with this, the most important aspect of education can sometimes be ignored, which 

is the method of imparting real education. Mergers and acquisitions are having a big impact on 

the industry, but the most important aspect of this industry should not be forgotten, which is to 

impart education and make society a better place to live. 

***** 
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